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This is a list of scientists who have made statements that conflict with the scientific consensus on global
warming as summarized by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and endorsed by other scientific
bodies.
List of scientists who disagree with the scientific
Scientific consensus. Several studies of the consensus have been undertaken. Among the most-cited is a
2013 study of nearly 12,000 abstracts of peer-reviewed papers on climate science published since 1990, of
which just over 4,000 papers expressed an opinion on the cause of recent global warming.
Scientific opinion on climate change - Wikipedia
Beginning in 2003, software engineer William Connolley quietly removed the highly inconvenient references
to the global cooling scare of the 1970s from Wikipedia, the worldâ€™s most influential and accessed
informational source.
Massive Cover-up Exposed: 285 Papers From 1960s-â€™80s
That humans are causing global warming is the position of the Academies of Science from 19 countries plus
many scientific organizations that study climate science. More specifically, around 95% of active climate
researchers actively publishing climate papers endorse the consensus position.
The 97% consensus on global warming - Skeptical Science
The Earth's climate has changed throughout history. Just in the last 650,000 years there have been seven
cycles of glacial advance and retreat, with the abrupt end of the last ice age about 7,000 years ago marking
the beginning of the modern climate era â€” and of human civilization.
Evidence | Facts â€“ Climate Change: Vital Signs of the Planet
The beginning of the 20th century presented medical schools with unprecedented challenges to become
more scientific and effective in the training of physicians.
Global Consensus for Social Accountability of Medical Schools
591 Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine, Vol. 11, No. 6, 2015 Sleep is essential for optimal health. The
American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) and Sleep Research Society (SRS)
Recommended Amount of Sleep for a Healthy Adult
An elaboration of the findings in the AAAS member survey. Scientific innovations are deeply embedded in
national life â€” in the economy, in core policy choices about how people care for themselves and use the
resources around them, and in the topmost reaches of Americansâ€™ imaginations.
Public and Scientistsâ€™ Views on Science and Society | Pew
Here is the text of Newsweekâ€™s 1975 story on the trend toward global cooling. It may look foolish today,
but in fact world temperatures had been falling since about 1940.
Newsweek on the cooling world - Denis Dutton
The consensus agreement focuses on stage I and II NSCLC
ESMO Consensus Conference: Early stage non-small cell lung
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Rarely do we encounter a scientific fact that stirs widespread debate and distrust as does the science of
climate change. Despite scientific consensus among climate specialists around the globe about a theory that
is supported by an ostensible mountain of facts from physical, natural, and cultural
No publication bias in global climate change research
~ CHAPTER 21: CSR 2.0 ~ The Evolution and Revolution of Corporate Social Responsibility By Wayne
Visser In: Responsible Business: How to Manage a CSR Strategy Successfully
CSR 2.0: The evolution and revolution of corporate social
The Evidence Base for How We Learn: Supporting Studentsâ€™ Social, Emotional, and Academic
Development articulates the scientific consensus regarding how people learn. The research brief presents a
set of consensus statementsâ€”developed and unanimously signed onto by the Commissionâ€™s Council of
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